Professor emeritus Damir Viličić: an appreciation on the occasion of his seventieth birthday

Damir Viličić is professor emeritus at Department of Biology, Faculty of Science, University of Zagreb. He was born on May 27, 1948, in Zagreb, where he grew up and has finished his primary education. On Faculty of Science, University of Zagreb he obtained his BSc. degree in Biology in 1973, MSc in 1977 and PhD in 1983.

Professor Viličić has started his scientific career in the Institute of Oceanography and Fisheries in Dubrovnik in 1975 where he has achieved his position of senior scientist in 1991. In autumn 1996 he moves back to Zagreb and continues his career as full professor on Department of Biology, Faculty of Science, University of Zagreb. On 2014 he retires and in 2015 is promoted to professor emeritus.

His main research focus is on ecology and taxonomy of marine phytoplankton. He has published 113 peer reviewed scientific papers (43 in top rated scientific journals), two university text books and one book. His work has been cited 944 times (WoS), 1059 times (Scopus), 1385 times in Google scholar with h-index 20 and 22 respectively. During his fruitful career he has been trained at different laboratories – Laboratorio Contaminazione Marina – C.N.E.N., Fiascherino (La Spezia), Italy; Dunstaffnage Marine Research Laboratory, Oben, Institute of Aquaculture University of Stirling Stirling, Scotland, The Institute of Marine Environmental Research and The Marine Biological Association Laboratory, Plymouth, UK; Universite des Sciences et Tecniques du Languedoc, Montpellier, France; Stazione Zoologica Anthon Dohrn Napoli, Italy.

He has been actively involved in teaching of the courses Protists, Pelagial Microbiology, Microbiology of the Ecosystem, Biological Oceanography and Marine Biology. He had supervised 25 Master and five PhD students.

Professor Viličić was principal investigator of projects of the Ministry of Science of the Republic of Croatia and was collaborator on international projects and research in the Adriatic Sea (RV Knorr, DOLCEVITA project). His scientific contributions were recognized by the award of the Croatian Academy of science and Art for scientific achievements in Croatia in 2003, and since 2006 he is Associate member of the Croatian Academy of Science and Art. Viličić was secretary (1995-2011) and president (2012-2015) of the Council for the Scientific Research of the Adriatic Sea of the Croatian Academy of Science and Art. From 1998 to 2014 he was Editor-in-Chief of Acta Botanica Croatica.

On this important birthday, we wish professor Viličić many happy returns, to stay positive and active, to keep the good health and vital strength that is such an inspiration to us all. His career is a proof that all problems can be overcome, that if the door closes, to look for a window and most important never to give up, never stop observing and critically question all that you observe. We look forward for all the good times and discussions with professor that are in front of us.
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